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Abstract: A precursor film with a Cu gradient was prepared in order to improve the quality of
the absorber film produced by sputtering CIGS targets when using glass substrates. Two ceramic
quaternary targets with different copper content were used for alternatively sputtering to get a bi-
layer precursor film with a Cu gradient; meanwhile, the crystallization property and cell performance
were studied. This was done in order to study the activities of the Cu element in the precursor layer
before and after selenization. The film states of the temperature-rise period and high temperature
selenization period were investigated. The appropriate structure of the precursor film was the Cu-rich
layer underneath the Cu-poor layer. The Cu–Se phase, which is important for the crystalline property,
can be produced in the Cu-rich layer under the heating period. The Cu-poor layer on the top reacts
with the Cu-Se compound in the annealing process at a high temperature, and the big grain size of
the absorber layer can be obtained due to Cu diffusion promoted by the gradient in the precursor
film, as well as better conversion efficiency. This result shows that constructing the precursor film
with a Cu gradient by sputtering different quaternary CIGS targets is a very promising fabrication
method to obtain high-performance solar-cell devices with a good crystallization property under an
annealing temperature of 550 ◦C and is suitable for further industrialized application.

Keywords: CIGS; quaternary target; copper gradient; solar cell

1. Introduction

As is well known, the copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS)-based solar cells have
a very promising market application because of their low-cost production and long-term
stability. The conversion efficiencies of CIGS solar cells in the lab have reached above
23% [1,2], and the commercial modules’ efficiencies have reached over 17%. CIGS has
become a hot topic as an important candidate for absorber materials of high-efficiency thin
film solar cells.

At present, the main modules of the absorber layer in CIGS solar cells are usually
fabricated by either elemental co-evaporation of individual elements (i.e., Cu, In, Ga and
Se) [3,4] or reactive annealing of metallic precursors (Cu-In-Ga) under an Se or H2Se
ambient environment [5]. Co-evaporation has been widely used to prepare high-quality
CIGS absorbers, because the band gap of the absorber film can easily be adjusted by
this method. Commercial modules have been successfully produced by some companies
(Solibro, Manz and others) using co-evaporation. Reactive annealing of metallic precursors
is another popular method to prepare high-quality and large-area films. Solar Frontier has
adopted this method to fabricate a solar-cell and get the efficiency of 23.35% [1]. Although
the success of these two approaches is recognized by the industrial community, a uniform
absorber structure with a simple process over large areas is still challenging [6,7].

In recent years, some groups have researched a new way of fabricating a CIGS absorber
layer by sputtering the quaternary chalcogenide target [8–12]. Since the CIGS quaternary
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compounds in the sputtered layer processed this way have already been formed, the
qualified absorber layer can be obtained without post selenization, which can greatly
simplify the process of CIGS cells’ production [9,10] and improve the efficiency of cells in
the lab to over 16% [12]. The stoichiometry of film can be easily controlled by the sputtered
target. This preparation method has the potential of industrial mass production. However,
the average grain size of the CIGS absorber layer obtained in this way is smaller than that
prepared by traditional processes. This is because the CIGS compounds have already been
formed during sputtering from the CIGS quaternary target without annealing [10], while
the chemical activity of elements is restricted, especially of the copper, which is a key factor
for grain growth [13,14]. To promote the grain growth of the absorber layer, in recent years,
some groups have adopted the method of increasing the substrate temperature to over
600 ◦C [15,16]. This process approach is suited to the substrate with a high-melting point,
such as stainless steel, but it is difficult to apply to the soda-lime glass substrates, which are
widely used in the thin-film cell industry. This is the problem that must be solved to realize
the industrialization of the method.

In this study, a precursor film with a Cu gradient was prepared by alternative sput-
tering using two quaternary targets and annealed with H2Se at 550 ◦C. It was proven that
a better-crystallized CIGS film with a higher efficiency can be obtained by constructing
a suitable bi-layer structure. This preparation method is suitable for further industrial-
ized application, as the improved crystallization property depends on the structure of the
precursor layer rather than a high annealing temperature.

2. Materials and Methods

The self-made quaternary CIGS target was used for CIGS film deposition. The CIGS
bulk was synthesized in sealed quartz tubes by the particles of Cu, Ga and Se and powder
of In2Se3; then, the CIGS block was broken and used as the raw material for CIGS targets
sintering. Finally, the target was fabricated by hot-pressing sintering. The high density
(over 99.5%) and good manufacture repeatability of target could be obtained when the Cu
content in target was controlled in the range of 22.5 at. % to 25 at. %. For constructing
the Cu gradient, high quality targets with a relatively bigger difference in the Cu content
were a better choice. Two types of quaternary CIGS targets with 22.5 at. % and 25 at. % Cu
content were used for precursor film deposition. Their compositions were (1) Cu 25 at. %,
In 17.5 at. %, Ga 7.5 at. % and Se 50 at. % and (2) Cu 22.5 at. %, In 19.5 at. %, Ga 8 at. % and
Se 50 at. %.

The CIGS films were deposited on the Mo-coated soda-lime glass substrate under a
pressure of 0.5 Pa with a sputtering power density of 1.6 W/cm2. Three types of precursor
layers were examined. Based on previous reported studies, the thickness of the absorber
film in CIGS cells with an efficiency over 15% is around 1.5 µm [11,12]. The different
thicknesses (1.2 µm, 1.5 µm, 1.8 µm) of precursor films produced by a self-made target were
also compared before this research; the 1.5-µm-thick film had better performance. Thus,
the 1.5-µm-thick precursor film was chosen for investigation in this study.

Structure 1: A 1500 nm CIGS film was deposited using a single composition target
with 22.5 at. % Cu.

Structure 2: A 300-nm-thick CIGS film was deposited on the Mo surface first using
a 25 at. % Cu target, and a 1200-nm-thick CIGS film was deposited sequentially using A
22.5 at. % Cu target.

Structure 3: A 1200-nm-thick CIGS film was deposited on the Mo surface first using
a 22.5 at. % Cu target, and a 300-nm-thick CIGS film was deposited sequentially using a
25 at. % Cu target.

Their layer structures are shown in Figure 1.
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22.5 at. % Cu. (b) Structure 2: 1200 nm CIGS film with 22.5 at. % Cu on 300 nm CIGS film with 25 
at. % Cu. (c) Structure 3: 300 nm CIGS film with 25 at. % Cu on 1200 nm CIGS film with 22.5 at. % 
Cu. 
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ters. The graphite heaters of the vacuum chamber could be set to a determined tempera-
ture, and the substrate temperature was detected by thermocouples in the quartz box. The 
experiment of the temperature-rise period was conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere 
of 0.5 atm. When the substrate temperature reached 300 °C, the heaters were closed, and 
the samples were cooled with the whole chamber. The actual substrate temperature was 
between 300 to 350 °C before cooling down. The selenization process was carried out in 
the same furnace at 550 in the H2Se (5%)/N2 atmosphere for 30 min; the treatment pressure 
was 0.5 atm. Then, a 50~70-nm-thick CdS layer was deposited on the CIGS absorber layer 
by chemical bath deposition (CBD); afterwards, an i-ZnO layer of 50 nm and AZO layer 
of 500 nm were deposited by magnetron sputtering under a pressure of 0.5 Pa; the sput-
tering power density was 0.5 W/cm2 for i-ZnO and 2.3 W/cm2 for AZO. A grid of Ni (50 
nm)/Al (800 nm) was made by e-beam evaporation. Finally, the single cells were cut into 
square pieces with an area of 0.86 cm2 by a mechanical carving technique. 

The compositions of CIGS films were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence (LAB CENTER 
XRF-1800). The crystalline phases were examined by X-ray diffraction (Rigaku DMAX 
2500 V). The micro-morphologies were examined by a thermal field emission scanning 
electron microscope (TFE-SEM, Sigma, Zeiss). The variation of elements with depth were 
analyzed by AES (PHI-700, ULVAC-PHI). A Raman microscope (model RM2000) was 
used to detect the phase components. The quantum efficiency of cells was tested by a 

Figure 1. The sketch map of precursor layer structures. (a) Structure 1: 1500 nm CIGS film with 22.5 at.
% Cu. (b) Structure 2: 1200 nm CIGS film with 22.5 at. % Cu on 300 nm CIGS film with 25 at. % Cu.
(c) Structure 3: 300 nm CIGS film with 25 at. % Cu on 1200 nm CIGS film with 22.5 at. % Cu.

After deposition, the precursors were subsequently annealed in a quartz box placed in
a safely sealed vacuum chamber under flowing process gas obtained by mass flow meters.
The graphite heaters of the vacuum chamber could be set to a determined temperature,
and the substrate temperature was detected by thermocouples in the quartz box. The
experiment of the temperature-rise period was conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere
of 0.5 atm. When the substrate temperature reached 300 ◦C, the heaters were closed, and
the samples were cooled with the whole chamber. The actual substrate temperature was
between 300 to 350 ◦C before cooling down. The selenization process was carried out in the
same furnace at 550 in the H2Se (5%)/N2 atmosphere for 30 min; the treatment pressure
was 0.5 atm. Then, a 50~70-nm-thick CdS layer was deposited on the CIGS absorber layer
by chemical bath deposition (CBD); afterwards, an i-ZnO layer of 50 nm and AZO layer of
500 nm were deposited by magnetron sputtering under a pressure of 0.5 Pa; the sputtering
power density was 0.5 W/cm2 for i-ZnO and 2.3 W/cm2 for AZO. A grid of Ni (50 nm)/Al
(800 nm) was made by e-beam evaporation. Finally, the single cells were cut into square
pieces with an area of 0.86 cm2 by a mechanical carving technique.

The compositions of CIGS films were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence (LAB CENTER
XRF-1800). The crystalline phases were examined by X-ray diffraction (Rigaku DMAX
2500 V). The micro-morphologies were examined by a thermal field emission scanning
electron microscope (TFE-SEM, Sigma, Zeiss). The variation of elements with depth were
analyzed by AES (PHI-700, ULVAC-PHI). A Raman microscope (model RM2000) was
used to detect the phase components. The quantum efficiency of cells was tested by a
quantum efficiency tester (QE, Qtest 1000, Crown Tech). The photovoltaic (PV) performance
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parameters of the solar cells were measured under a current-voltage tester (Photo Emission
Tech., Inc., Washington, DC, USA, CT300AAA) with a light intensity of 100 mW/cm2.

3. Results
3.1. Chemical Composition of Precursor Layers

The chemical compositions of sputtered films are shown in Table 1. The film sputtered
by a target with 25 at. % Cu was Cu-rich; the ratio of Cu/(In + Ga) reached 1.08, which
does not conform to the requirement of high efficiency cells. The others were Cu-poor films,
which are suitable as the absorber layer for high efficiency cells [17].

Table 1. Chemical compositions (measured by XRF) of the sputtered films.

Cu/(In + Ga) Ga/(In + Ga) Se/Metal

Film sputtered by a target with 25 at. % Cu 1.08 0.30 0.98
Structure 1 0.87 0.28 0.99
Structure 2 0.90 0.29 0.99
Structure 3 0.91 0.29 0.98

3.2. Crystalline Properties of Annealed Layers

Figure 2 shows the SEM morphologies of annealed CIGS films. The grain size of
structure 1 was small, which was about 200 nm, and the surface roughness was poor
because there were many small particles on the surface (Figure 2b). Structure 2 showed
better crystallinity due to the bi-layer structure with the Cu gradient distribution (Figure 2c)
in the precursor films, on which the diffusion of the Cu element could promote the growth
of grains. Its grain size could reach the micron dimension, and the surface was smooth.
The annealed film with separation was observed in structure 3, in which the grain size of
the upper layer was 600~800 nm, but the crystallite dimension of the bottom layer was the
same as structure 1. At the same time, the presence of some small particles on the surface
increased the roughness (Figure 2f).

Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of annealed CIGS films. From this figure, the CIGS
films exhibited XRD peaks, which could be indexed to (112), (220/204) and (116/312)
peaks of the chalcopyrite phases. All annealed films were crystallized with the preferable
orientation of the (112) plane. The FWHM of the (112) peak in structure 2 was 0.173◦, which
was smaller than structure 1 (0.196◦) and structure 3 (0.186◦), and the intensity of the (112)
peak in structure 2 was much higher than the others. This means structure 2 had the best
crystalline property. This agrees well with the SEM results.

3.3. The Effect of the Cu Gradient in the Grain Growth Process

Figure 4 shows the SEM morphologies of precursor films under the temperature-rise
period. The surface morphologies of structure 1 and 2 were basically the same. There
were many crystalline solid phases on the surface of structure 3, which were identified as
Cu–Se compounds by the Raman analysis. Structure 1 and structure 2 had similar surface
characteristics in the heating period, although their compositions were different. This is
because the top Cu-poor layer of structure 2 had the same composition as structure 1, and
the Cu–Se phase formed in the Cu-rich layer at the bottom could hardly react with the top
layer at such a low temperature.
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Figure 5a shows the Raman spectra of the annealed CIGS films. It could be found
that the A1 (173 cm−1) and B2/E (215 cm−1) peaks were present in all films [18,19]. This
demonstrates that the CIGS phases had been formed in the annealed films. However,
the peaks appeared at the position of 258–260 cm−1 for structure 3. This indicates that
the harmful Cu2−xSe phase had been formed on the surface, which could greatly reduce
the efficiency of the solar cell [20]. Figure 5b shows the Raman spectra of the structure
3 film under different states. For structure 3, although it had a low copper content in
the whole film, the Cu–Se phase could also be formed on its surface during the heating
period and always existed with the annealing process. This phenomenon did not occur
with structure 1 and 2, as Cu-Se phase could not be detected by the Raman at all stages
compared to structure 3.
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Figure 6 shows the variation of Cu elements with depth in the precursor and annealed
layers. The precursor films described here had undergone the temperature-rise phase, as
shown in Figure 4. The Cu content remained consistent with the depth for the precursor
film and annealed layer of structure 1. The precursor film of structure 2 exhibited back
grading, with an increasing Cu content onto the back contact, and the annealed film showed
front grading. This means the grain growth of structure 2 was accompanied by Cu diffusion
to the front surface in the annealing process. The precursor film of structure 3 exhibited
front grading, with an increasing Cu content onto the front contact, and the annealed film
kept front grading.
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3.4. Properties of Solar Cell

Six solar cells were made for each structure. The average performance of CIGS cells
with different structures is shown in Table 2, and the J–V curves of the devices with three
different types of CIGS films are shown in Figure 7. It was proven that all of the parameters
of structure 2 with good crystallization were the best. The parameters of structure 3 with a
separated annealed film were inferior compared with the others.

Table 2. The performance of cells.

Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF Efficiency (%)

Structure 1 average 542.7 30.9 64.1 10.7
Structure 2 average 608 35.9 71.5 15.6
Structure 3 average 446.3 26.8 49.1 5.9
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Figure 7. J–V curves of the CIGS cells based on different precursor structures.

Figure 8 shows the external quantum efficiencies of different solar-cell devices. It
indicates that the photon quantum absorbed by structure 3 was much less than that of
structure 1 or 2 due to the worse quality of the absorber film with the Cu2-xSe phase. In the
400–950-nm wavelength interval, the photon absorption of structure 1 was less than that of
structure 2 because of its higher surface roughness and smaller grain size, which may have
induced the loss of absorption at the interface of the CIGS and CdS layers and the CIGS
absorber itself [21]. The photon absorption of structure 1 in the range of the 950–1200-nm
interval was extended towards the long wavelength for its lower index of Ga/(In + Ga).
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4. Discussion

The Cu–Se liquid phase is an important factor for the crystalline property of CIGS;
its occurrence and reaction determine the results of grain growth. The Cu-poor film of
structure 1 had no excess Cu to form the Cu–Se phase, so the distribution of the Cu element
in the film had no change before and after the annealing, and no Cu–Se phase was formed
on the surface. It lacked a driving force for grain growth; the grain size of structure 1 was
very small, at about 200 nm. Structures 2 and 3 had a more abundant Cu content in the
precursor films than structure 1. At the grain-growth stage, Cu–Se compounds could easily
be segregated at the grain surface of Cu-rich films, and the liquid phase occurred above
the limit of stability of CuSe, which is at 377 ◦C [22]. The annealing process under a low
pressure can provide the liquid at even lower temperatures; therefore, the crystalline solid
phases on the surface of structure 3 could be observed, as shown in Figure 4, and the Cu–Se
phase could be detected on the surface at a lower temperature. At the stage of a high
temperature with an Se-containing atmosphere, if the amount of the Cu–Se liquid phase is
more than the solid phase, the Cu–Se phase can hardly be removed, and it finally exists on
the surface in the Cu2-xSe state [23]. When the Cu–Se liquid phase occurred on the surface
of structure 3, there was no solid film in the liquid phase to react with. The Cu–Se phase
tended to exist on the surface and weaken the reaction with the Cu-poor film at the bottom.
As a result, the annealed film of structure 3 still maintained the Cu grading in front and
had different grain sizes in the vertical direction. The grain size of the upper layer was
600~800 nm, and the grain size of the bottom layer was only 200 nm. For structure 2, there
was Cu-poor upper film on the front side, and it could block the diffusion of the Cu–Se
liquid phase at a low temperature. For this reason, the Cu–Se phase could not be detected
on the surface of structure 2, and Cu elements presented back grading for the precursor
film at the temperature-rise period. At a high temperature, the Cu-poor layer on the top
could react with Cu–Se compounds; grain growth was accompanied by Cu diffusion to
the front surface in this process. The distribution of Cu went from a back gradient in the
temperature-rise period to a front gradient in the end. It had the uniform structure, with a
big grain size over 1 µm observed by the SEM. Combined with the analysis results of the
FWHM and main peak intensity given by XRD, it proved that structure 2 possessed better
crystallinity. The better light absorption and conversion efficiency of cells with structure 2
are also proof from another side.

From the above results, we can reasonably conclude that the suitable Cu gradient
in the precursor is a back gradient. The grain size of the absorber film based on this Cu
gradient after annealing could reach the micron dimension, and a CIGS solar cell with
good crystallization can have a stronger absorption of photons and the highest conversion
efficiency. The unsuitable Cu gradient in the precursor is a front gradient. The Cu–Se
compounds generated from the Cu-rich layer on the top could hardly be exhausted and
caused a bad effect on the properties of the solar cell.

5. Conclusions

The precursor structure of Cu-poor onto Cu-rich film can take advantage of the
diffusion of Cu–Se compounds in the annealing process to get a bigger grain size and
smoother surface, and the formation of the Cu2-xSe phase and separated layer can be
effectively prevented in this structure. The crystalline property of the CIGS film and the
conversion efficiency of solar cell were improved by a precursor layer with a Cu back
gradient using quaternary targets.
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